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Today in luxury:

Investments push Versace into the red, sales grow in 2016

Investments last year dented the Versace Group's profitability on the back of increasing revenues, but the Milan-
based fashion house on Monday expressed confidence in its strategy and growth potential, according to Women's
Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Instagram and Nike reach for fashion's Holy Grail

The social shopping catwalk is littered with stumbles. Funnily enough, a company best known for its hard-working
sneakers might just show the stiletto crowd how it's  done, per Bloomberg.

Click here to read the entire article on Bloomberg

Flying the friendly skies in top-notch style: These airlines roll out the red carpet for luxury travelers

Nowadays, flying can be a journey so filled with hassles that you almost wish you'd stayed at home. Unless, of
course, you have a ticket in the business- or first-class cabin, where the seats are larger, service is more attentive and
the perks are beyond what anyone back in the economy cabin can imagine, says CNBC.

Click here to read the entire article on CNBC

Tesla set to deliver first of its  lower-cost Model 3 cars July 28

Tesla Inc. chief executive Elon Musk indicated late Sunday that the company would deliver the first batch of its  new
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Model 3 sedans on July 28, reports the Wall Street Journal.

Click here to read the entire article on the Wall Street Journal
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